THE AMERICAN LIVER FOUNDATION
IS A TRUSTED VOICE AND
RESOURCE TO PROVIDE THE MOST
UP-TO-DATE INFORMATION ON
COVID-19 VACCINATION FOR LIVER
PATIENTS AND THEIR FAMILIES.

Learn more below

PEDiatric Liver
Disease and COVID-19
Educational Program

ALF hosted a panel of experts who answered
questions about how COVID-19 is impacting
children with liver disease and what you need
to know.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vsi-KPeS_ic

Upcoming: Your Top
Questions About
COVID-19 Vaccine With
Dr. Terry Box

This will be available on Friday, February 19th
on liverfoundation.org

Take Action

Each state is responsible for
establishing its own distribution plan.
We are asking you to reach out to your
Governor and include chronic liver
patients and liver transplant patients as
a priority for COVID-19 Vaccination.

https://www.votervoice.net/ALF/campaigns/80519/respond

For Specific
Information From Your
State Health
Department, Please Use
ALF’s Interactive Map